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Thermal Oxynitride p-MOSFETs
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Abstract—An ultrafast on-the-fly technique is developed to
study linear drain current (IDLIN) degradation in plasma and
thermal oxynitride p-MOSFETs during negative-bias tempera-
ture instability (NBTI) stress. The technique enhances the mea-
surement resolution (“time-zero” delay) down to 1 μs and helps to
identify several key differences in NBTI behavior between plasma
and thermal films. The impact of the time-zero delay on time,
temperature, and bias dependence of NBTI is studied, and its
influence on extrapolated safe-operating overdrive condition is
analyzed. It is shown that plasma-nitrided films, in spite of having
higher N density, are less susceptible to NBTI than their thermal
counterparts.

Index Terms—Field acceleration, negative-bias temperature
instability (NBTI), plasma oxynitride, p-MOSFET, safe-operating
voltage, temperature activation, thermal oxynitride, time
exponents.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE negative-bias temperature instability (NBTI) of device
parameters (linear drain current IDLIN, threshold volt-

age VT , transconductance GM , etc.) is a serious reliability
issue for Si oxynitride (SiON) p-MOSFETs [1]–[14]. Similar
to other degradation mechanisms, the NBTI lifetime is de-
termined by recording device parameter degradation during
accelerated stress test and subsequently using suitable bias and
time-dependent models [15]–[24] to extrapolate measured data
from stress (high voltage, short time) to operating (low voltage,
long time) conditions. However, unlike other degradation
mechanisms, NBTI degradation recovers substantially once
the stress is removed [25], [26]. Therefore, the conventional
stress–measure–stress (SMS) technique (interrupting stress at
logarithmic time intervals and performing transfer I–V sweep
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to extract device parameters) results in incorrect degradation
magnitude and rate of temporal buildup and, hence, cannot be
employed for reliable NBTI characterization.

In recent years, the aforementioned issue was addressed
by employing ultrafast (UF) SMS [27], [28] and on-the-fly
(OTF) IDLIN [7], [8], [14], [25], [29] techniques. In UF SMS,
the stress is interrupted only for a short duration (∼1 μs),
and the gate bias (VG) is ramped from stress (VGSTRESS)
to 0 V and back to VGSTRESS. During this VG ramp, I–V
is measured by using a current–voltage converter (IV C) and
digital-storage oscilloscope (DSO) at the source. This technique
provides a direct estimation of VT for each stress interval and,
hence, ΔVT (= VT (t) − VT0, with VT0 being prestress VT ) but
requires smoothing of as-measured I–V data (both before and
during stress) that get significantly impacted by noise inherent
to the IV C–DSO measurement system. Moreover, it is not
possible to determine the degradation for stress time that is
much shorter than 1 s. In conventional OTF techniques [7], [8],
[25], VGSTRESS is held for the entire stress duration, and IDLIN

is continuously monitored using a standard source measure
unit (SMU) such as Agilent 4156 C. Device degradation is
expressed as ΔV = −ΔIDLIN/IDLIN0 ∗ (VG − VT0), which is
related but not equal to ΔVT , as the mobility degradation is not
taken into account [30]. This implementation is less noisy than
the UF SMS technique due to the use of standard SMU, which,
however, puts a lower limit (∼1 ms) on the delay in time (t0)
between the application of stress and the measurement of the
first I–V point (IDLIN0) at VG = VGSTRESS, although degra-
dation can be measured from the stress time of 1 ms and higher.
Another OTF technique [29] superimposes a small ac signal on
VGSTRESS and measures both IDLIN and GM , and calculates
the degradation as ΔVT =

∫
ΔIDLIN/GM . Although IDLIN0

is not required to be measured with a minimum possible delay
after the application of stress, such an ac OTF technique gives
erroneous ΔVT [31] due to the use of a simplified GM expres-
sion and the error due to GM measurement. Moreover, using
this technique degradation cannot be obtained for a stress time
below 1 s.

In this paper (an extended version of our IEDM07 paper
[14]), a UF OTF technique is developed, which is capable of
measuring IDLIN0, with a minimum t0 of 1 μs, and is also
capable of providing device degradation from a stress time of
1 μs and higher. The time, temperature (T ), and oxide-field
(EOX) dependence of NBTI is studied on SiON p-MOSFETs
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having different gate insulator processes, and the UF OTF
results are compared with those obtained by a conventional
OTF method. The impact of t0 on extracted safe-operating
VG for a given lifetime criterion is evaluated. It is shown
that the UF OTF technique captures certain features of the
NBT degradation, particularly at an early stress phase normally
missed by the conventional OTF method (and fast SMS). It
results in a slightly different time dependence than that of the
conventional OTF method, and the obtained safe-operating VG

gets impacted by time-zero delay for t0 ≥ 10 μs. It is also
shown that the N density at the Si/SiON interface controls
the magnitude, time evolution, T activation, EOX acceleration,
and the extrapolated safe-operating condition of the NBTI.
Therefore, the SiON process that results in lower interfacial
N density is less susceptible to NBTI in spite of having a
higher total N dose, which opens up interesting leakage-versus-
reliability-tradeoff opportunities [11].

II. DEVICE AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Experiments were performed on fully processed
p-MOSFETs (W/L = 15/0.16 μm), with plasma-nitrided
oxide (PNO) and rapid thermal-nitrided oxide (RTNO) as
gate insulators. The equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) and
atomic N% density of the gate insulators are as follows: PNO1
(2.35 nm, 17%), PNO2 (2.14 nm, 29%), PNO3 (1.99 nm,
36%), and RTNO (2.2 nm, 6%). The PNO films were subjected
to proper two-step postnitridation anneal (PNA), as described
in [32], which reduces the N density at and near the Si/SiON
interface. The N% values were calculated using XPS, and CV
measurements followed by quantum–mechanical corrections
were done to estimate the EOT of these devices.

Fig. 1(a) shows the schematic of the measurement setup.
A pulse generator is connected to the gate, which gives the
stress pulse when triggered. The source is connected to a
custom IV C set for a gain of 103−104 and DSO. The drain is
connected to a switch matrix which, in turn, is connected to a dc
power supply and SMU. For the first 35 ms of stress, the switch
matrix keeps the drain connected to the dc supply and then
switches over to SMU. This helps to prevent RC-related issues
(time lag between rise in gate voltage and drain current) that af-
fect IDLIN transients at a short time. A drain bias of 0.1 V is set
for the entire stress duration. The SMU is triggered first, which,
in turn, triggers the DSO, and the DSO then triggers the pulse
generator. This sequence makes the DSO (and SMU, although
it does not capture anything meaningful until 40 ms) to begin
capturing data before the gate is pulsed. Note that it is important
to choose a proper rise time of the gate pulse to avoid ringing
in VG and, hence, overshooting in the measured IDLIN as VG

reaches VGSTRESS, which can result in the overestimation of
IDLIN0 and the error in the calculated ΔV . A rise time of 5 μs
is used in the present experiments. The DSO captures the IDLIN

transient up to 180 ms, and the SMU makes the measurement
from 40 ms until the end of the stress time. The overlap period
of 40–180 ms is used to check (and calibrate when required)
IDLIN readings obtained from the DSO and SMU. Note that
some amount of noise always corrupts the IDLIN measurement
(more so for the early duration measured using the DSO) in

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of UF OTF IDLIN setup and sequence for NBTI
stress measurement. (b) Gate voltage (VG) and resultant IDLIN transition
captured using DSO during initiation of stress phase for PNO1 device. Peak
IDLIN (= IDLIN0) is obtained within 1 μs from VG = VGSTRESS.

spite of employing best practices for shielding and grounding.
Therefore, a 20-point moving averaging is performed to smooth
the as-measured IDLIN data. Fig. 1(b) shows the applied VG

pulse and resultant IDLIN transient captured using the DSO at
the initiation of stress (for the PNO1 device). Note that IDLIN

is recorded every 1 μs as VG rises to VGSTRESS, and there-
fore, peak IDLIN(= IDLIN0) can be obtained within 1 μs(≡ t0
delay) of VG, becoming equal to VGSTRESS.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Stress Time and Temperature Dependence

Fig. 2(a) shows the captured IDLIN transients for the entire
stress duration (1 μs to 1000 s) for the PNO1 and RTNO de-
vices. The oxide field (EOX) and temperature (T ) during stress
were kept identical for both devices, and the captured IDLIN is
normalized to IDLIN0 (at t0 = 1 μs) for easy comparison (as the
measured IDLIN was very different for these devices). Fig. 2(b)
shows the time evolution of ΔV for PNO1 and RTNO devices
calculated using the IDLIN transients of Fig. 2(a), with IDLIN0

obtained at t0 delays of 1 μs (UF OTF) and 1 ms (conventional
OTF). Under identical stress EOX and T , RTNO shows a
much larger IDLIN and, hence, ΔV degradation compared with
PNO1. Due to a very high initial IDLIN degradation, the RTNO
device shows a very large ΔV at an early stress phase. As
an example, for t0 delay of 1 μs and stress time of 1 ms, the
measured ΔV is 25 mV for RTNO, which is ∼10× larger
than that obtained for PNO1. It is important to note that the
conventional OTF technique (t0 = 1 ms) fails to capture this
large initial IDLIN degradation for RTNO and, hence, results
in a lower ΔV magnitude (due to lower value of captured
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Fig. 2. (a) Captured IDLIN transients over nine decades of time for PNO1
and RTNO devices stressed under identical oxide field (EOX) and temperature
(T ). (b) Time evolution of ΔV degradation extracted from IDLIN transients
for t0 delay of 1 μs and 1 ms for PNO1 and RTNO devices.

IDLIN0), as shown. However, the difference in ΔV obtained
by conventional OTF and UF OTF techniques is much smaller
for PNO1, because the short-time IDLIN degradation is small.

Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of ΔV for PNO1 and RTNO
devices, obtained at different T (identical stress EOX) for a t0
delay of 1 μs. The PNO1 device shows a clear T activation
for the entire duration of stress. This is contrary to the RTNO
which shows negligible T dependence up to a stress time of
about 1 ms and a weaker T activation for a longer stress time. It
is interesting to note that the large difference in ΔV transients
(magnitude and shape) between the RTNO and PNO1 can
mostly be attributed to this early, T -independent degradation
observed for the former device. Moreover, note that the con-
ventional OTF technique fails to capture this T independence
of ΔV transients at an early stress time for RTNO (not shown).
Figs. 2 and 3 clearly show that the time evolution of IDLIN

and resultant ΔV degradation is different for the SiON films
fabricated using different processing conditions, and is likely
due to the difference in underlying physical mechanisms, as
discussed elsewhere [12], [14], [33]. Although not the primary
focus of this paper, the clear T dependence of ΔV seen for
the PNO1 device, particularly at an early stress time, suggests
interface-trap-generation (ΔNIT)-driven NBTI for these films
[7], [8], [10]–[14]. On the other hand, the large T -independent
degradation observed for RTNO devices indicates that hole

Fig. 3. Time evolution of ΔV degradation for (top) PNO1 and (bottom)
RTNO devices obtained at different stress T (identical stress EOX) for a t0
delay of 1 μs.

trapping (ΔNh) plays an equally important (or perhaps dom-
inant) role for these films [12], as also independently suggested
by others [4], [5], [29]. Finally, we wish to point out that PNO
films that were not subjected to optimal PNA show a very large
T -independent degradation at the early stress time, similar to
those reported in [28], which is most likely due to significant
hole trapping such as in the RTNO devices. A detailed study
of the impact of different SiON processing conditions on NBTI
using the UF OTF technique has been presented elsewhere [33].

Note that the measured NBTI data are usually extrapolated
to the end of life by using power-law time dependence [1]–[3],
[6]–[14]. Furthermore, the value of the obtained power-law
time exponent (n), as well as its (in)dependence on stress T and
EOX, has been used to determine the physical mechanism of
NBTI [8], [20], [23], [28]. Therefore, it is important to extract
the correct value of n not only for the reliable determination of
device lifetime but also for understanding the underlying physi-
cal process and for developing robust NBTI models. It is shown
in Figs. 2 and 3 that the time evolution of ΔV does not follow a
single power law for the entire (approximately microseconds to
1 ks) duration of stress. However, ΔV asymptotically converges
to a power-law dependence for a relatively longer stress time.
Fig. 4(a) shows n as a function of the t0 delay for the PNO1
device, extracted from the log–log ΔV versus time plot over
different time intervals of stress at particular EOX and T . The
error bar indicates the spread in n due to noise in the IDLIN0

measurement. Note that for a particular t0 delay, n reduces
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Fig. 4. (a) Extracted power-law time exponent (n) over the last two, three,
and four decades of stress time as a function of t0 delay for PNO1 device.
(b) Extracted n over the last two decades of stress time as a function of t0 delay
for all RTNO and PNO devices under identical stress T and EOX. Maximum
error in n due to noise-induced scatter in IDLIN0 is ±0.005.

when extracted over smaller decades of time intervals from the
final stress point, i.e., n for the last two decades of stress time
is less than that for the last three decades, and so on. On the
other hand, for a given stress time interval, n reduces with the
reduction in the t0 delay, which is now well known [25], [26].
Note that a long-time n (extracted for t ≥ 10 s) tends to saturate
as t0 is reduced below ∼10 μs and the variation (with t0)
becomes smaller than the calculated error bar. Fig. 4(b) shows
the t0 dependence of n extracted for the last two decades of
stress (under identical T and EOX) for all RTNO and PNO
devices used in this paper. The robustness of the extracted n
(t0 = 1 μs, t stress ≥ 10 s) is evident from nearly identical
values for all PNO devices. Note that for all values of t0,
RTNO shows a much lower n than that of the PNO devices
due to differences in the underlying physical mechanism for
these devices, as mentioned before and as explained in [12],
[14], and [33]. However, the reduction in n with the reduction in
t0 once again saturates as t0 becomes lower than ∼10 μs, which
is observed for all devices. Hence, it is apparent that while the
conventional OTF method results in a slightly higher n than the
present UF OTF method, a faster OTF implementation (with
t0 < 1 μs) is unlikely to produce a significantly lower n than
that obtained with the present technique.

Fig. 5. (a) Extracted n over the last two and four decades of stress time as
a function of stress T for a t0 delay of 1 μs and 1 ms for PNO1 devices.
(b) Extracted n over the last two decades of stress time as a function of stress T
for a t0 delay of 1 μs for all PNO and RTNO devices. Stress EOX held constant
for all devices. Lines are a guide to the eye.

Fig. 5(a) shows the stress T dependence (stress EOX is kept
constant) of n for the PNO1 device, extracted over the last two
(10 s–1 ks) and last four (0.1 s–1 ks) decades of stress time for
t0 delay of 1 μs and 1 ms. Once again, the error bar denotes the
variation in n due to noise in IDLIN0. Note that the n extracted
over the last two decades of stress, although higher for higher
t0 delay, which is as expected [25], [26], is independent of
stress T [8]. However, n shows a linear T dependence when
extracted over the last four decades of stress, and while n for
a particular T is higher for a higher t0 delay, the slope of n
versus T is identical for t0 = 1 μs and 1 ms. Note that the
mechanism behind the T dependence of n for a shorter stress
duration and T independence of n for a longer stress duration
has been discussed before [8]. Therefore, when n is extracted
over a larger time span covering short and long durations, the
short-time part influences the overall T dependence, as has
been observed. Fig. 5(b) shows the stress T dependence of n
(under identical stress EOX) for all RTNO and PNO devices
used in this paper, extracted for a longer (t ≥ 10 s) stress time
for t0 delay of 1 μs. A lower n is observed for RTNO when
compared with PNO, as mentioned before. Identical values of
n (within error) for all PNO devices and the T independence
of n for all devices indicate that the ΔV time evolution at a
longer stress time indeed follows a power law. We wish to point
out that the T independence of n (when properly extracted)
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Fig. 6. Extracted n over the last two decades of stress time as a function of
stress EOX for all PNO and RTNO devices, obtained for a t0 delay of 1 μs
under identical stress T . Lines are a guide to the eye.

shown in this paper is in contrast to some earlier reports of n
being linearly dependent on T (observed when obtained using
delay IDLIN measurements) [23]. However, note that such T
dependence of n [23] has been shown to be an artifact of the
measurement delay [8]. Figs. 4 and 5 show that the value of n,
a parameter of practical as well as theoretical significance and
a matter of debate in recent literature [7]–[14], [23]–[26], [28],
is significantly affected by measurement condition, extraction
criterion, as well as SiON process [33] and needs careful
attention. It is important to use minimum time-zero delay (less
than 10 μs) and longer stress time (time range of 10 s and higher
for fitting) for the reliable determination of the power-law time
exponent.

B. Stress Time and Field Dependence

Fig. 6 shows the stress EOX dependence of n for all RTNO
and PNO devices used in this paper, extracted over a longer
(t ≥ 10 s) stress time for a t0 delay of 1 μs (under identical
stress T ). Note that n is independent of stress EOX and a sim-
ilar EOX independence is also obtained for conventional OTF
measurements with t0 = 1 ms (not shown in this paper). Note
that the invariance of n (extracted over a long stress time) as
stress T and/or EOX are varied, which is universally observed
in SiON films fabricated using a wide range of conditions,
provides the credibility of using the power-law extrapolation
of measured ΔV in time to the end of life. The invariance of n
with the stress EOX also suggests the absence of an additional
degradation mechanism (such as bulk-trap generation) in the
range of EOX used in these measurements [21], [34]. This
is important as accelerating only the defects responsible for
NBTI during stress ensures the estimation of the correct field
acceleration factor, which is a prerequisite for the reliable
extrapolation of measured degradation at stress to operating
condition [34]. Once again, the identical values of n (within
error) for all PNO devices and the EOX independence of n for
all devices indicate that the ΔV time evolution at a longer stress
time indeed follows a power law. Finally, we wish to point out
that the measured long-time exponent reduces by less than 0.01
for additional two decades of stress beyond 103 s (verified over

Fig. 7. EOX dependence of ΔV degradation for a t0 delay of 1 μs and 1 ms
for (top) PNO1 and (bottom) RTNO devices measured at 1 and 1000 s stress
time under identical stress T . Maximum error in field acceleration slope (Γ) is
±0.02 cm/MV.

a few stress conditions, not shown in this paper), possibly due
to the reduction in stress EOX, as explained in [35].

Fig. 7 shows ΔV versus stress EOX (at constant T ) for the
PNO1 and RTNO devices, extracted at t stress of 1 and 1000 s
for t0 of 1 μs and 1 ms. Irrespective of t0 and t stress,
ΔV is higher for RTNO compared with PNO1 for the stress
EOX range studied. The impact of t0 induced reduction in
ΔV , while, more prominent at a shorter t stress, is higher
for the RTNO compared with the PNO1 device. As shown
in Section III-A, this is due to the large IDLIN degradation
observed at the short-time stress for the RTNO device. For
both PNO1 and RTNO (and verified for other PNO devices, not
shown in this paper), the slope (Γ) of the ΔV versus EOX curve
is independent of t0 and the stress time. This t0 invariance of
the EOX dependence is in contrast with that observed for the
time dependence of NBTI. Fig. 8 shows the EOX dependence
of ΔV (normalized to EOT) for all PNO and RTNO devices
used in this paper. ΔV is extracted at the stress time of 100 s
for the measurement with t0 = 1 μs. For the PNO devices,
ΔV increases, whereas Γ reduces with an increase in the N
dose. However, the RTNO devices show the largest ΔV and
smallest Γ among all devices, in spite of having a much lower
N density compared with the rest of the PNO. Note that for
the PNO (+PNA) process, a peak N density is observed at the
SiON/poly-Si interface, and the N density near the Si/SiON
interface is very low, contrary to RTNO films [32], [37], [38].
Fig. 8 clearly shows that the control of the N density at the
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Fig. 8. EOX dependence of ΔV degradation (normalized to EOT) measured
at 100-s stress time and constant T with a t0 delay of 1 μs for all PNO and
RTNO devices.

Si/SiON interface is very crucial to control NBTI, which is
investigated in detail in [33]. Finally, it is important to note that
a higher Γ (for PNO with a high N dose or RTNO) implies
a higher degradation and, therefore, a lower lifetime when
stress data are extrapolated to the measurement condition, as
discussed in the following.

C. Extraction of Device Lifetime

As, measured data are extrapolated in time to a particular
failure criterion to estimate the device lifetime, it is important
to implement a UF OTF method (with t0 ≤ 10 μs) and choose
a proper stress time interval (t stress ≥ 10 s) for reliable
extraction of time exponents and resultant time to failure for
a given stress condition. As mentioned in Section I, ΔV is
related but not equal to ΔVT , because the impact of mobility
degradation on IDLIN degradation is not considered. However,
as shown in [30] and [36], mobility correction introduces a mul-
tiplicative correction factor to ΔV , which obviously does not
affect the power-law time exponent extracted from the log–log
ΔV versus time plot. However, note that as mentioned in [36],
such postmeasurement mobility correction to convert ΔV to
ΔVT works well only for devices that have a lower N dose.
As the main aim of this part is to investigate the impact of the
t0 delay on the extracted safe-operating condition for devices
having different (low and high) N contents, a failure criterion
of ΔV = 60 mV is used. The main conclusion regarding the
impact of the t0 delay does not change when a similar criterion
involving ΔVT is used (verified for the PNO1 device and not
shown in this paper).

The time to reach a particular failure criterion (in this paper,
it is set as ΔV = 60 mV) for a given stress EOX and T is
determined from the log–log ΔV versus time plot. For a higher
stress EOX, the failure criterion is satisfied before the end of
stress, whereas for lower stress EOX, the time to fail is obtained
by making the necessary extrapolation using n obtained over
the last two decades (t ≥ 10 s) of stress time. Fig. 9 shows the
obtained time to failure for different stress EOX (fixed stress T )
for the PNO1 device, obtained for different t0 delays of the ΔV
measurement. Note that the time to fail obtained at a higher

Fig. 9. Time to reach ΔV degradation of 60 mV as a function of EOX for
PNO1 device, obtained for different t0 delays under identical stress T . The
field acceleration slope (β) is shown.

Fig. 10. Impact of t0 delay on β and extracted safe overdrive voltage (VG −
VT0)|SAFE for ten years lifetime (to reach ΔV = 60 mV) for PNO1 device
under identical stress EOX and T . Lines are a guide to the eye. Maximum
errors in β and in (VG − VT0)|SAFE are ±0.12 and ±0.04, respectively.

stress EOX increases with the increase in the t0 delay due to
the reduction in ΔV . However, at a lower stress EOX, the
increase in n due to the increase in the t0 delay results in a
lower time to failure (this is normally true for most devices
and certainly for all devices used in this paper—not explicitly
shown—unless a dramatic reduction is seen in long-time ΔV
magnitude as t0 is increased). Therefore, the slope (β) of the
time to fail versus EOX plot reduces at a higher t0, as shown
(not to be confused with the t0 invariance of Γ). Hence, the
extrapolated (a simple exponential field dependence is used
in this paper) EOX for meeting a particular lifetime criterion
(in this paper, it is set as ten years for dc stress) reduces
for the higher t0 delay and results in the reduction of safe
overdrive (VG − VT0)|SAFE (which is calculated back from
extrapolated EOX). Fig. 10 shows the impact of the t0 delay
on β and calculated (VG − VT0)|SAFE for the PNO1 device for
T = 125 ◦C stress. It can be clearly seen that for t0 ≥ 10 μs,
a nonnegligible reduction is observed in β and extrapolated
(VG − VT0)|SAFE. Similar results were obtained for other PNO
and RTNO devices used in this paper. It is important to note
that the extracted (VG − VT0)|SAFE using conventional OTF
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Fig. 11. (VG − VT0)|SAFE at T = 125 ◦C as a function of atomic N%
extracted for a t0 delay of 1 μs and 1 ms for all PNO and RTNO devices.

(t0 = 1 ms) is always underestimated, and a process qualified
with such a method is likely to pass qualification when also
using UF OTF.

Fig. 11 shows the calculated (VG − VT0)|SAFE as a function
of atomic N%, extracted for PNO and RTNO devices for the
t0 delay of 1 μs and 1 ms at T = 125 ◦C stress. Note that
the extracted (VG − VT0)|SAFE is higher for the lower t0 delay
for all devices used in this paper, and the difference between
the UF OTF and conventional OTF is slightly more for RTNO
compared with that for the PNO devices. Finally, note that
in spite of a lower N%, the calculated (VG − VT0)|SAFE is
much lower for RTNO compared with that for the PNO devices,
whereas for the PNO devices, (VG − VT0)|SAFE reduces with
an increase in N%. This is fully consistent with higher ΔV and
lower Γ observed (see Fig. 8), as the N density is increased at
the Si/SiON interface.

IV. CONCLUSION

To summarize, a novel UF OTF technique is developed,
which is capable of measuring IDLIN degradation during
NBTI from 1 μs of the application of stress bias (time-
zero delay), which is much faster than that (1 ms) available
for a conventional OTF technique. The technique has been
employed to study the time, temperature, and field depen-
dence of degradation during NBTI stress, on PNO and RTNO
p-MOSFETs having different N density, and distribution in the
gate insulator. The time-zero delay (and, therefore, whether a
UF OTF or conventional OTF technique is used) impacts the
magnitude, time, and T dependence but does not impact the
field dependence of degradation. In spite of a lower N%, RTNO
devices show very large, T -independent degradation at early
(t stress up to ∼1 ms) stress time and, as a result, a much
larger overall degradation compared with that of PNO devices.
It is shown that the Si/SiON interfacial N density (more for
RTNO compared with PNO) controls the NBTI degradation; an
increase in the interfacial N density increases the magnitude
but reduces the long-time power-law exponent, T activation,
and field acceleration. Finally, the field dependence of time
to failure and extrapolated safe-operating bias is shown to be

influenced by the time-zero delay for t0 > 10 μs, and PNO
devices show a much larger safe-operating bias than RTNO for
a given failure criterion in spite of a higher overall N dose but
lower N density at the Si/SiON interface.
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